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1. INTRODUCTION
• This report summarizes the production segment of a survey of 489 Iowa
hog producers. It was conducted in 1972 and pertained mostly to"the 1971
calendar year. The sampling procedure was designed by the Statistical
Laborato^ at Iowa State University who, also conducted the survey. The
' project was financed by the Agricultural and Home Economics Experiment Station
project'1854* wi'ttf'project' participating'. '' Persons in 'the Department of
_Economic^deigned the study and are res,ponsible for the results.
L.'Background information for^.this; report isicontained in Trends in the
qua'nt'itvV'ejEficiencv.''and'costs'of Iowa' swine prbdUctlon^ lowa-Cqoperative
_ExtjenBi^_^erv^e, M-1154, 1973, by S.C. James and R.'R. Beneke. For a
description of the sampHng procedure see Pr(?duction systems of Iowa swine
producers. M.S. thesis by Timothy J. Galm, Iowa State University, 1974.
The'marketing practices* of the farmiers^ surveyed are-^reported in'-Marketing
practices of a sample of Iowa hog- producers» Economic Report-Series'No. 1,
Department of Economics, Iowa State University, 1974, by Ronald Raikes,
CL-. .r'i
George Ladd, Marvin Skadberg and Dan Tilley.
The farmers surveyed were grouped into six size-classes^accdrding' to
the/number of hogs they marketed in./,1971. The size• groupings, number of
farmers interviewed and~'the repre*sentative farm populations are shown in Table
I'l* This grouping differs from that used in Economic Report Series," No, 1
by Raikes, et. al., in that their groups were formed oh the basis of the 1970
marketings as used in the survey design. Other than that there is one less
s? group used the results of the production segment were similar when tabulated
by both groupings.
. "iC
•'.' ' •-.' ' . : ri I,'. :.i. "v ' " • ~ . , 1" 1
'• 1 \ - i! •: -i-^L ,! "J •; - >v-.
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Table 1.1 - S^ple segmentation into, six, size,>classes according to the
slaughter hogs marketed in 1971
Slaughter^-- •- ' Numberof'
hogs i^rketed. sample
in 1971 ^respondents
Estimated
Ko. of Iowa
producers
• ' - < - i
~ Estimated^- ^
Percent of^
Iowa producers
Esti^ted per-
; cent of Iowa
hogs marketed
' -Jw .V . "
0-99 (1) " ~47- -•
1 : ^ 1. • .• .
12,436
ij
20,6 "^''10.9
100-249. (2),. ,, .114 , - .22,445. : .37...1 -i,...,, .27.8;,
250-350 (3) '"^ '^ ^ -67 ' ' ' *1.8,2721:. _ „ _-l3.7 - _;/_,_14;.8 - „
350-500'(4)' ' '70 , 7.291 12,1 14'.9
. 500-999 (5) . . -:_134:^ „ r, n 8.105., 13.4 23 .8
1000+ 57' "'- • •1,852 ' . 3:r - :i ' . :7.8 -
Total 48^
. .1 ' j j
60,401
• ' :•
100.0
O .-1 . , . ]IJ
100.0'
1 , • 1 . •' 1 1 •
- ' ... -
, ro ' J o .1
'I . • ^. p.". •' • ,r - ;
: i' v
2/ "cmRACTERISTICS 'of •ICMA
HOG OPERATIONS^
In 1971 the typical Iowa hog^proHucer was 48.5'yeai:s' old, operated
about 327 acres of land, and sold 286 slaughter hogs which provided nearly
40 percent of his gross farm sales' (Table 2«l)j. 'Cdmpared to this typical
producer and to smaller p'roducersV larger hog prpducers;were younger,
operated more acres , and relied on their larger'^ 6g enterprises to .provide
a higher percentage of their,higher gross.far^ sales, ,
A. Gross farm sales from all products
For producets 'In all'six;>ize categories"-'the hog^ eilterptfise was an
important source of gross farm sales; but it was especially important for
producers in the l4rger size categories. Table 2.2,shoYS gross farm sales
from all products for Iowa hog producers in. 1971, yhen^-hog prices on the
interior market averaged about $18.00 per cwt. About 5.0 percent of all
producers had gross sales of $29,999 or less and gross^farm sales was closely
related to the size of the hog enterprise;' Most hog,,pr6'ducers in ,the lower
gross sales categories had small hog enterprises and most in the higher
categories had large hog enterprises. Almost 70. percent of^^the hog producers
in size class 1 hail gross sales of-less than $20,000 while sales of all products
exceeded $100,000 'for more than 58 percent in size-;class 6.
Large hog producers relied heavily on their hog enterprises to achieve
these high levels of gross farm'saies. Table 2,l-.shows that for the average
producer the hog enterprise provided 39 percent-ofgross farm sales, but for
larger producers hogs provided over half of gross^farm isales* The largest
size class of producers^also relied heavilyTon .'cropping activities to attain
' ci/
high levels of gross farm sales. These producers,!;pperated-more than twice the
number of acres as the typical producer and almost 350 acres more than any
other size class.' ' ', ' '
IT ' I
'i.
^his section was adapated^.ffom "Characteristics of Iowa Hog Operations"
by Ronald Raikes ,in Marketing practices'of a sample-'of' Iowa hog producers.
Economic Report Series No.-l,..Iowa State University, 1974".
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The 'success that producers In the larger size categories had In achieving
high levels of hog production and gross farm sales cannot be attributed to
age and experience. But^ education may play a part. Table„2;l shows that
for the most part larger producers were younger and more highly educated than
smaller producers. They also had less experience both as farmers and as hog
producers than smaller producers. The average a'ge'of Iowa hog jproducers,
48.5 years, was exactly the same as the average age of all Iowa farmers reported
in the 1969 census of agriculture. . .v
These younger and larger producers are a.minority of Iowa's hog producers,
but they produce a majority of the hogs. From Table 2.1 it is apparent
that the nearly 21 percent'of the producers who are in'the smallest size
category, produce less than 11 percent of the^ hogs., , On"'the other hand,
producers in the largest three "size categories represent less than 29
percent of the producers, but they produce more than 55 percent of the hogs.
I
B. Source of hoes for slaughter
Table 2.3 shows that more than 20 percent of all producers and, respectively,
almost 40 and 30 percent of the smallest and largest producers ,did' not farrow
any of the hogs they sold for slaughter In 1971. Instead; they purchased
feeder pigs or (as with almost 10 percent of the smallest size class) reduced
their 1970 inventory of hogs on hand. In 1971, Iowa was a net importer of
feeder pigs. About 29 percent of the producers in the state purchased feeder
pigs, and the average purchaser bought about 204 pigs. On the other hand,
only 13 percent of the producers, sold feeder pigs. -The average nu^er sold
was about 158.
' II"
• I
- I ' r •
C, Farming operations . i . i '
About 33 percent of the hog producers- owned all the land they operated
and about 31 percent of:the producers rented all of the-land they operated.
The balance^ about 36 percent^ operated both owned and rented land. . There
was no observable trend by!size class. Approximately 8 percent: of the producers
leased some land to. others. ^ "3; ^ '
The average nuniber.of different crops groTO;-by producers was 3.2. The
four crops considered were comi soybeans, oats, and hay or rotated pasture.
No size class trend was apparent,:, Thfe average, producer devoted about 40
percent of the land he operated to corn, and nearly all hog producers raised
~x"" o ' !1 .'I
j---.-'. • - lai . .
Table 2.3 Source oJE hogs, for .slaughter .
' Feeder" pies'
ji. : . 1 Percent' o""f" -• '•X'-of'producers:- • Mean"no; of
feeder oies 'T . . ' * 1 , producers <' u i/Ui * SelHng
feeder'
r- :piBS-;
slaughter hogs
marketed in 1971'"
farrowing
sows '
Purchasing
•feeder pies- Purchased Sold^
" n. '' -percent-'• -V •
1-99 (1) 60.3 29.8 10,0 74 239
100-249 (2) 78.0 29.8 14.3 132 151
250-349 (3) 88.5 30.0 8.2 231 79
350-499 (4) 90.7 25.4 12.3 244 190
500-999 (5) 91.4 24.7 15,0 380 91 .
1000+ (6) 71.3 34.6 20.4 934 228
All Iowa hog
producers 78.9 25.8 12.6
Overall mean/
farmer 204 158
Producers not purchasing feeder pigs excluded,
b.
Producers not selling feeder pigs excluded.
com. About 60 percent of the producers raised soybeans, and on the average
these producers devoted about 25 percent of their land to soybeans.
The average number of livestock enterprises the typical hog producer
engaged In was 2.6, or 1.6 In addition to hogs. The largest producers had
fewer livestock enterprises than the smallest hog producers. Half of the
Iowa hog producers fed cattle, 45 percent had beef cow herds, 29 percent
had dairy herds, and 15 percent had sheep enterprises. Beef cows, dairy
herds, and sheep were most Important among small hog producers. The
largest producers were the most heavily Involved In cattle feeding.
3. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
I • ,
FARROWING OPERATION '
> c. :v ;
;r, .
This section analyzes the farrowing phase of,'hog production. Pro
ducers not farrowing sows in 1971 were excluded in most calculations.
Thus, the figures which follow showing percentages- and,iiieans (averages) re
late to the subgroup of producers who Iwere involved in both farrowing and
finishing phases of hog production. j , . . ;
i ;*> ' * ;>
A. Characteristics of producers farrowing sows
i
About 80 percent of the farmers surveyed farrowed;pigs• More of the
producers in size classes 3, *4,/and'-'5/than producers in size classes 1, 2,
f •'I i'" 'j- •' I •
and 6 were involved in both farrowing and finishing phases of hog production
(Table 3.1). ' As the number of slaughter hogs marketed"increased the following
observations were apparent: (1) producers increased the number of litters
farrowed periyear; (2) the average number of pigs" weaned per litter increased;
(3) producers farrowed more tim^s per'year; [and (iiV'piSS were weaned at a
n r v-' ' y '
younger age. I \
The average number of pigs weaned per litter! by^ the -farmers surveyed
was 7.5. ' Producers in the size^class 6 weaned one inpre pig per litter
than producers in; the size class: 1.', Size-class 2',^ accounting for 25.5 percent
of the total: far rowings, had an average weaning age of 7.0 weeks compared to
size class 5i accounting for 30.0 percent of the total farrbwings, which
weaned pigs at 5.7 weeks of age. The smallest size class of producers
I i_ ,
averaged farrowing sows...less,^than two. times^ per year. This indicates that
a portion ofj these producers'~only ^farrowed one:..time, per year. The typical
producer tfarrowed sows in three months of the year.
A seasonal breakdown of farrowing patterns is presented in Table 3,2,
The seasonal'breakdown reveals that: (1) almost;"75 percent ,of all producers
. 'I' '•farrowed" in the Spring; (2) Springy farrOTir^s acco'Uiited for nearly one-third
(31,6) of; the total farrowings "•With Fall-'tlie second .-highest period with 23,5
percent;'(3) farmers in-,class I'.had over.75:>percentlof their'total farrowings
in the Spring arid .Summer quarters whi-le :'producers in classes '5 and 6 had
1 j i.' -• , I
about 25 percent of their total^farrowings in each quarter; (4) a large
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portion (approximately~80 percent) of producers In thc^classes 5; and 6
farrowed in every season; (5) the average number of litters farrowed in each
season per producer farrowing was about 22; and (6) the average number of pigs
weaned per litter was largest in the Winter quarter with 7.6 when size classes
1 and ;2. farrowed the. least^.number, of sows.
B. Confinement farrowing and pig nursery facilities
Farrowing in confinement included any arrangement other than pasture
or brush farrowing,!^This couid be farrowing in complete confinement .or
partial confinement buildings or in small itidivldual pens# Over 88 percent
of the producers farrowing sows had some confinement farrowing. More of the
large producers (those marketing ;250 or more slaughter hogs) than smaller
producers had confinentent farrowing. . ' '
Producers were asked to specify the method of providing confinement
farrowed sows feed and water. About 30 percent provided all feed and water
inside the pen and about 45 percent provided no feed or water inside' the
pen. More smaller producers provided' feed and water"inside the pen than larger
producers.
Producers on the average kept confinement farrowed pigs in"the confinement
facility with the sow for 5.1 weeks and another 2.5 weeks .after, weaning.
-• i"' '
Producers in the smaller •slze'^claises'' tied up confinement- facilities-with
each group of pigs longer than producers in the larger 'size classes (8^5
weeks, for size class 1 compared to 6.4 weeks for size class 6)'.
Moving pigs from the farrowing unit into a nursery unit allows grouping
. .of sows and/or their litters ,for efficiency..of space and.care. Pig nurseries
.were .used by 14,7 percent of [the'producers carrying on a;,farrowing operation,
larger producers used pig nurseries more often than smaller producers". The
three largest size classes held sows in nursery facilities for a shorter
period than the three smaller.size classes. All.size classes'of-producers
kept pigs in nursery faclHti'es after weaning for about 3,3 weeks,.
• Mating practices and rebreeding schedule for sows
•lot^mating was most commonly used. Over 95 percent of the producers turned
" their boar(s) in'with a g"roup^;of sows,'- No'size class- trend was apparent, A
total of 4.3 percent^of- the-producers hand mated or combined hand mating with
lot mating. No respondent .specified-artificial InsemiM^^ as a breeding
procedure.
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The scheduling system for farrowing was broken down into the three
categories as follows; 1) Fixed'farrowing periods and'number of litters;
2) Fixed farrowing periods but variable number of litters; and 3) No
fixed farrowing periods of litters. Approximately'50 percent of the'producers
who farrowed sows fell into category 1. The other 50 percent fell into
categories 2 and 3 and adjusted their'farrowing activities to prevailing con
ditions'. ' "'(Alinost 17 percent o'f the producers 'fell into-category 2 and 33 percent
fell into category 3). No size class differences were observed.
The sow rebreeding schedules of producers affects the number of farrowings
per sow per year. Over 50 percent of the producers specified that sows were
rebred oh the first estrus after weaning. Rebreeding on the'second estrus
was the second most frequents response with 28.3 percent. Very little size"
class variation was apparent after allowing for"'the 33.4 percent of the
producers iti tlie smallest size class" that' did riot" referred.
P.. Source of sows • / .
The primary source of sows 'for all size classes was the producers own
herd. Producers'carrying on a" farrowing'operation specified that 87.4
percent of the sows" were" selected "from'their own herdv Sows originating
from purebred and crossbred or hybrid herds respectively accounted for 1.4
and 9.3 percent of the producers sow herds. In contrast to producers raising
their own "sows, only 4.5 percent of the'state's boars originated from within
the producers own swine herd. The major source of boars was purebred herds
from which 68.5 percent'o'f 'the boars originated. Aimost-one-fourth of'-the
producers used boars from"cffossbred or hybrid herds.
E. Selling sows -i . •-
Fanners differed in how many-farrowings-they kept-their-breeding-sows,
Over 80 percent of the sows were kept for more than one' farrowing with 33
percent' sold after'two'farrowings, 20"percent after"three farrowings, 14
percent after four farrowings and 15 percent aftier "five"or more farrowings.
Farmers marketing under 100 hogs (class 1) generally (77 percent) did not
keep their sows for 'more than two farrowings with 52 percent of the -sows sold '
after only one farrowing. Larger producers^ on the other hand, tended to
keep their sows for more 'than •tv7o farrowings. For size classes 4 to 6 about
58 percent of the sows were kept for 'three or more'farrowingsi
4. BUILDING AND FACILITIES USED IN PRODUCING HOGS
There is no particular.building type or combination of buildings that
dominates swine production on Iowa farms. However, there are some noticeable
differences in the types of buildings and facilities used as the size of the
swine enterprise increases.^ These^ uses and differences are the subject of
this section. ...... . • ,
A. Building type descriptions ,
The following definitions were used to distinguish building types on
the fams surveyed. . _ , ...
Total^confinement (T.C.) facilities enclose the swine inside a building
with four sides and a roof. They are.large enough to accommodate several
sows and/or litters at a time and may be used for any part of the production
process. Growing pigs generally are not allowed outside. The breeding herd
may be moved outside.one or mpre.times per day for eating, drinking and waste
disposal. These buildings, were built or remodeled specifically for swine.
. Partial-confinement (P..C.) facilities include open front buildings with
a relatively small.open lot attached to the front. They are designed to
accommodate several sows and/pr litters at a time and may be used for any
part.of.the production process. They were built or remodeled specifically
for swine. . . ^ . ....
Unimproved facilities (U.F.) generally are older buildings such as
barns or chicken houses which were, not built or remodeled specifically for
swine but are being used for swine. Normally the swlrie run loose in an open
lot attached to or enclosing the building.
Rmqll houses at a permanent central .location usually acco^odate orily
one or two sows per house^and are used for farrowing, although other uses
are possible. . Usually there is a small open pen which encloses the facility
or is attached to the front. They may be located on concrete or the open
ground,.. , . • . , •• v '
Portable houses normally are used on pasture for sows^ and growing pigs.
Farrowing houses usually are made for only one sow and her small, litter.
Larger houses and shelters are used for growing pigs and the breeding.herd..
During the colder..months they, may be moved to a central location.
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B. Distribution of buildings per fanner
Table..4.1 summarizes; the .distribution„.of-buildings on the farms surveyed
by size'of "swine" dperationT^'Many/farmers had more than one type of building.
The;major-ithing to observe is the increase: in-total- confinement and- •
partial confinement facilities'-as 'the number of hogs marketed increased.
Small permanent ^buildings' accounted for only a sitiall part of the buildings
at all size levels. - -Portable buildingsVwere important"at all size levels.
In fact, a larger percenfcag'e of-the large'producers had'portable'• buildings'
than the small-producers. ' . \ .r '
The-percentages-of allv buildings lised for •swine^ by building type bri "'^
Iowa farms- are .shown/in Table 4.-2. These'figures do not show which build
ing types were used in the production of the greatest, number of hogs.'; The
percentage comparisons are as revealing as the'total percentages. For Ex
ample, there were 8 percent more unimproved facilities used than total
confinement facilities. Since many farmers use a combination of building
types a tabulation was made of the number of buildings on. farms by size
class (Table 4.3), Very few farmers used small permanent; building types.
Even though building numbers increased with the number of hogs marketed
" ' • ' ' ' • *i '
the increase was.not.proportional,. Larger^uildings were used as hog num
bers increased": Building capacities will Se discussed later in'this
section- Even in the larger size categories small, portable buildings were
important for..many .operations'-^ The aVerage-number-of-bui~ldings of"a specific
type found on farms that had that type of building is shown in Table 4.4.
For example, size 1 farmers that had total confinement facilities, on the
average had 1.13 ,total,,confinement-buildings,, i.,.' '
'C. .Building" use ,
for'only one purpoise such as-harrowing or '•
finishing, whereas other buildings "were-more flexible'and"'used for'more'than
one purpose such as farrowing and-finishing. Farmers were asked to list"' -
the primary use and secondary uses of each building". -Table 4.5 shows'the
average'number of uses to which^each building type wasput by size of- -
operation. It can be seen that building use becomes'much more specialized •
as size-Increases. The exception-to this was smalli i)erTiianent and portable
types. The'primary uses of all,'building types are summarized in Table 4.6.
Each building was classified according to its primary use and secondary uses:
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Table 4.1« Percentage of farmers In each size category with each type
of buildings
Building Types
Permanent Portable
Slaughter hogs
marketed in 1971 T.C. P.O. U.F.,
1-2
Sow
3
Sow
1
Sow
2
Sow
3
Sow
-percent-
1-99 (1) 41,4 33.4 57.4 -- 8.0 3.4 11.0 21.1
100-249 (2) 45.2 55.6 60,3 7.2 7.1 9.7 11.0 30,9
250-349 (3) 55.2 46.7 72.5 1.5 7.6 16.5 9.7 31,1
350-499 (4) 52.3 68.6 67.7 1.7 11.3 25.4 1.4 33,1
500-999 (5) 57.3. 73.2 72,5 4.2 7.3 25.7 8.9 37.3
1000+ (6) 55.3 .. 63.1 52.1 -- 8.2 21.5 6.5 45.0
All Iowa hog
producers 48.5 54.0 63.7 3.6 7,9 13,7 9.2 30.4
Table 4.2. Distribution of buildings on Iowa farms by type of
building
Permanent Portable
T.C. P.C. U.F, 1-2-3 Sow 1-Sow 2-Sow 3-Sow
-percent-
10.2 14.0 18.2 4.6 32.2 5.3 15.0
Table 4.3. Average number of buildings found on farms by farm size and
building size groun
Slaughter hogs
Average no. of
T.C., P.C., U.F.
Average no. of small Average number of
permanent bldgs. small portable bldgs
ner producer
innrir#»rpa in I^/l
1-99 (1)
100-249 (2)
250-349 (3)
350-499 (4)
500-999 (5)
1000+ (6)
1,68
2,47 .
2,96
3,38
4,14 .
5,41
—
.11
,33
.41
,31
,50
,25
.91
2.29
3.09
5.88
7.50
9.23
Overall mean/
farmer 2,80 .31
3.46
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Table 4.4. Average number of'specified buildings per producer which
had that specified building.,type •
Slaughter hogs
marketed in 1971 T.C. P.C.
Building Types
Permanent
- •- 1-2 3
U.F.. Sow • Sow
-percentr
Portable
1 .
Sow
2
Sow
3
Sow
Ir99 • (1) 1.13 , 1.24 1.39 . — 1.4 3.0, 3.4 2.1
100-249 (2) . 1.24. rl.51. 1.78 2,3 2.3 ^ 11.0 3.3, 2.8
250-349 (3) r- 1.68 1,86 - 1.61 4.0, 4.5 11.1 3.7 .2.9
350-499 (4) 1.28 1.77 2.22 2.0 2.4 . 18.5 5.0 3.4
500r999 (5) .• 1.60 2,10 2,32 7.f , 2.6. . 20.4 ,6.3 4.7
1000V (6) - 2.25 2.88 4,51 3.1 , 28.5 , 7.8^, 6.0
Overall mean/,
farmer, 1,39 1.71 1.89 3.2
I
2,5' 15.5 3.8 3.2
Table 4.3. Average'number of all uses indicated per producer for
each building
Slaughter ^hogs
marketed in 1971
Building Types
T.C. P.C. U.F.
Permanent
1-2
Sow
3- .
Sow
•percent-
Portable
1
Sow
2
Sow
3
SoW
1-99 (1) . . 2.10 . 1.49 1.38
r ( 1
-- 1.00 1,00 1.19 1.41
100-249 (2) 1.69 1.27 1.30 " 1 .00 i'.34 1.22 1.54 1.40
250-349
.
1.58
' - . • •
1,54 1,20 1 .00 ^1.41 1.00 1.06 1.04
350-499 . 1.40 1.34 1.13 1 ,00 1.31 ' 1.05 1.00 1.04
500r999. (5) 1.27 1.15 . . 1.08 . 1,.45 1.50 1.24 1.56 1.37
1000.+ (6) . ' 1.07 . 1.11 , , 1,00
0 'j
— 1.02 1.06 i.'oo 1.29
Overall mean/,
farmer 115^ i\25 1.22 • " 1..07 1-.28 1.14
» f ^
1.37 1.29
'/.'
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Thus the primary uses of all buildings were additive to 100 percent.
But, since any building could be used for different purposes at different
times the secondary uses were not additive. The total of all uses (primary
and secondary) to which buildings were put is summarized in Table 4.7.
Most (over 94 percent) total confinement buildings were used for
farrowing and growing-finishing as primary uses. Over 71 percent were used
primarily for farrowing and over 22 percent for" growing-finishing. As the
number of hogs marketed per farm increased uses for gestating sows and pig
nurseries increased. For example, those fanners marketing over 1,000 hogs
(size class 6) used 5.9 percent of their confinement building for gestating
sows and 11.5 percent for nurseries.
Many total confinement buildings were used for more than one use.
Secondary uses for gestating sows (13.5 percent) and pig nurseries (26.3
percent) showed up frequently. Secondary uses were more coinmon for the
farmers who marketed less than 350 head of hogs per year, particularly with,
regard to gestating sows. Building use was more specialized for the larger
producers and few secondary uses were indicated. Secondary uses for pig
nurseries were more prevalent than for the dry breeding herd.
Partial confinement buildings were used more for growing-finishing
pigs and less for farrowing than total confinement buildings. These,uses
still accounted for about 90 percent of the total. But the proportion used
primarily for farrowing declined from 71.3 to 32.2 percent, and the^proportion
used primarily for growing-finishing increased from 22.4 to 57.1 percent.
Partial confinement buildings were not used for secondary purposes as often
as total confinement buildings. Secondary uses for pig nurseries were more
common than for gestating sows.
Unimproved facilities showed much the same usage patterns as partial
confinement facilities. Farrowing and growing-finishing continued to
account for the bulk of primary usage (almost 85 percent). The proportion
used for growing-finishing Increased to 68.1 percent, 11 percent higher than
for partial confinement facilities. And, farrowing accounted for only 16.6
percent of the primary usage: Housing for gestating sows increased to 10
percent. There was no observable usage differences due to size. Secondary
uses were relatively unimportant, only increasing the primary usage pattern
by about 4-7 percent for each use category.
Since secondary uses of portable facilities were so small only primary
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j^Table 4/6.. |Summary: pf-.prima^ uses .of^buildings, used-for swine
production on Iowa farm's ~ ,
~ t 1/— ' -i --• ' V'' ' - , vjj TJ C ( ^
•' ..C-^ rTr~7~^v7^T7T~~T7~~"~ Growing &
Geetation Fa'rro\^ng Pie Nursery Finishing
'V •.'/• j. j-jM.-: , j {I »•. I 1- j';. 1- .• .yd" J .••
-percent-
rjLi.v-7 r.r ••^ojn . {'.jj-'j-j : • ' ) • • • •
Total confinement 1.7 71.3 4.7 22.4
Partial confinement 5.1 32.2 5.6 57.1 ^
Unimpiroved
facilities 10,0 16.6 5.3^;' 68.1''
One-sow^pbrtable l90;5' ' ^ '•'• • -1.5 - ' ^2.9'
Two-sow portabie'--^'-' 17.0 -''53V5'-- ''8.0^^ ' "20.6-'
"^Three-soW or-mofe'^"^-''-' fi"
.portable _ ... : 20.9 35.2,^.., ,9.5 ,32.9,
H
j ""i'-'^ 'inS-.l rc-O-' •! : i. " .j . ^ v ,
' ''1 o.: r,'"rov ^
>: V. ; w:: - .:i X}'.: ^I'J lo • ,.U" . - -.y, ^ .
2,"jr! "It j •)'! i . •• Y! •! - r
Table 4,7, Suimnary of primary and secondary uses" of large permanent'
ri''--. .'o --buildings used' for swihe-production-Jon"Iowa'farms ' >'
r., 1 j-q-;-; , I i '^.i lj;- "> Growing &
.. '• - - • • -^.Gestation. • Farrowing -Pig .Nursery, Finishing
•••i .J • ^percent-,
T,Total confinement ;-, 13.5.^,-,, ^,.-.78.4 . -26.3 , . 38.3
Partial confinement 9.5^i -, ^ •r36..2 ^ . -^14,3^. ,64.7.
Unimproved
facilities 14.1 20.5 12.3 74.1
• i-.n Jr.- --Jtt •••nc c' >. •,
J- -t.ij S ... •. i -
liJ'T uZ'l'' • .•
ifT . J .jf
-•jc .7-1 J ^ J
o-.,-: c-f. . .f jr.-.:.'-.-; t .r..
f ♦
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usage patterns are shown. One-sow buildings were used almost exclusively
for farrowing (90,5 percent)': Even though farrowing was still the most often
specified use (53,5 percent) for two-sow facilities, usage for growing-
finishing pigs (20,6 percent) and gestating sows (17.0 percent) became
more important. For three-sow buildings usage for growing-finishing pigs
and gestating sows further increased (32.9 and 20.9 percent, respectively)
and farrowing decreased (35.2 percent). There were no observable trends
due to size.
D. Building capacity
The capacities, measured by primary use, for total confinement, partial
confinement and unimproved facilities are shown in Table 4.8. For all three
types of faciltiies the capacities were much more uniform.for farrowing than
other uses. Also, a comparison of capacities for each si2e category show
remarkably similar numbers. For example, the mean farrowing capacity for .
total confinement facilities was 14.7 compared to*'13.6 for partial confinement
and 14.5 for unimproved facilities. The size of the farrowing facility did
not increase appreciably as the number of hogs marketed increased. Most
farrowing units housed under 25 sows with the most frequent size housing
16-20 sows.
The mean capacity for all building types typically increased as the
number of hogs marketed increased. The overall-mean/hogs was always -greater
than the overall mean/farmer. This is because the larger size categories
accounted for the majority of hogs marketed whereas the majority of famers
were represented by the smaller sized categories.^
I . • '
E. Flooring _ . . -
The principal material used for flooring was concrete for all large
permanent buildings types (Table 4.9). Total-confinement buildings had
over 87 percent with concrete floors and over 8 percent with wood floors.
The percentage comparisons among size groups varied some, but no trends
were apparent.
The use to which total-confinement buildings were put appeared to affect
the type of flooring used. Concrete flooring was more common in growing-
finishing units than in farrowing units (93.7 percent compared to 85,7 percent).
Wood flooring was found in less than 1 percent of the growing-finishing
21
Table 4.8. Capacity of large permanent buildings by prima:^ use
; .1. j Growing &
: -1 • Gestation Farrowine Piff Nursery Finishine
- -Slaughter hogs — Mean - — iMean--".-' ' - • Mean - -- . Mean
marketed in 1971 - capacity capacity capacity capacity
;• 'C ' o .j.c'Total confinement
.1-99 (1).\ -- >1 11.5 ^ • -- 122.5
. 100-249 (2). .-6.0 13.9 134. i' 145.5
•250-349 (3) 12:0 "13.1 ' 174.7 99:5
350-499 (4) 50.0 16.3 173.4 . 101.9.
.500-999 (5)' 30.0 17.0 138.3 . 222.8
1000+ (6) 69.5 21.2 391.5 310.7
' Overall mean/ '
' • **. ' , *
. 149.2:-Lfarmer 25 ;4 : 14.7 ^ 187.7
..Overall mean/hogs 43 ;0 , 16.3 ' V 226.8 184,6,
Partial confinement
1-99 (1) ' 20.6 ' 8.5 87.7 '76.8
100-249 (2)" 25.8 ii:i "191.4 130.0
, 250-349 (3) .-20.6 .16.1 < 154.7
'350-499^(4), • , ! ... .40.6 14.4. , 166.2 .153'.2
500-999 ^(5) 47.6 17.2 162.3 171.0
100P+ .,(6) 108.3, 22.2 150.0 217.0
Overall mean/
farmer 31.6 13.6 151.5 147,6
Overall mean/hoge . 4o.r -:" ""15.2 166.0
•1 • .J Unln^roved^ facilities
1-99. (iy::K ' . ri3.6 ' 14 .-6 • S--.60.8 . 125.7
100-24'9 (2) 25.4 12.4 112.7 109.3
250-349 (3) 29.3 " 15.3 120.1 154.2
350-499 (4) . . 47i0 .i4v6'-.'. 250.0 141.2
500-999 (5) . 37.8 20.8 .124.1 169.2
1000+ (6)'^ 56.9 ^ ^ 18.6 197.6 192.7
Overall mean/ ''' - ' 1 1
farmer 30.3 14.5 •109.2 139.6
Overall' mew/hogs' 36.5 15.8 130,1 149.4
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Table 4.9. lypes of flooring used for large permanent buildings
used for farrowing and growing-finishing swine
Type of flooring material
Other
Steel combl-
Concrete Wood Dirt
-perceht-
Facilities primarily used for farrowing
Total confinement 85.7 10,7 1.9 1.3 0.4
Partial confinement 77.3 18.6 2.7 0.5 . . 0.8
Unimproved !
facilities 70.7 6.0 12.2 0.0 11.1
Facilities primarily used for growitig- finishing
Total confinement 93.7 0.6 2.0 3.2 0.6
Partial confinement 76.5 4.2 , 16.0 1.3 . 2.0
Unimproved
facilities 70.9 4.1 23.7 0.0 1.4
& 'Other combinations include: dirt and concrete; wood (slats)
and concrete; concrete and tile; wood (slats) and steel.
Table 4.10. Slatting of large Improved permanent facilities
Total-confinement Partial-confinement
facilities facilities
Degree of slatting Degree of slatting
None Partial Complete None Partial Complete
-percent-
Facilities primarily used for .farrowing.
93.4 5.5 1.1 99.3 .7 0.0
Facilities primarily used for growing & finishing
84.2 10.6 5.2 99.0 .8 .2
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facilities but in 10.7 percent of the farrowing facilities. Oth§r floor
' " types (dirt st'eel^^ or-' anS' other^combinations)^were: ia, less, tha" ^
•'•' •^erient o'f^'tite'^remalning'tbtal-confinement-'buildings-.j--
Even though tke-maj6ri%y^-of partial-confinement buildings,.had concrete
fl"o~ori5 (over '75 percent) th'e' p'ercentage -waS' less, than for totalrcpnfinement
bulidih^s ; ^ Slz^-did rib't- appear'to bel-a ^factbr .:in:the decision, to use
concrete floors. The percent "of'al'lt^ parti'al-cbnfln^enti buildings with'
wooii floors ' (g.3 -percent) "waslfnearly itKe samefJas :for jtotal-cph.finement
building^ ' (8.4 perc'erit)'P' Wdod^fIdors'fwere' more "common jin. farrowing
^facilities 'tKan'^in^^gfowing-flnishing facilities .(18..6; and.:4.2, percent,
respectively) larger'^perderitage 'of ^^partial-confinement buildings ,(13
percent) ^fia^d^dirt floors^than-did tdtal^confinement-buildings (2, percent).
When grbwing-finishing--was^'tlie-^primaryr'Use.; ofr.the ^facility dirt .floors,,were
mord'common (16^O'percent)^^tHan' woodofloors''(4;2-„percent) . • ,
Only 54.1 percent of the unimprovedobuildihgS4.had^concrete floors.
The' percehtage'^t^ith^'concrete^-flooriB'"increased-as .theonuniber ;^of .swine marketed
' increased Concrete 'floors^were-"mbre-'.6ften!:> founds inrrfacilities^.used •prijnarily
''•for" farrowlng'^~(70;7^percentl^'a tor those .used primarily .for,,growing-
finishing (49.8 percent). Nearly one-third.-.f(30'.0''percent.)., of., the, unimproved
buildings had dirt floors. This group of facilities was used primarily
for growing-finishing purposes. "lU.i •. :>
•'Thle'percent:''bf-pro^uce'rs^by'tfac'i-lity>.type'ijand primaryj use-that had
• ' slXtted*^ fioo'rs^'is'''shown''in -Table*. 4^10.'.'?. Unimprovedl tfacilities-.by definition
'di^' nbt" have" 'slatted^'fldorsV--^ Ve^ '^ ew. ^('I'es's' .than ;2i percent) ofr the partial-
confindent buildirigs'^Ifad' s^latted •-'floors. . •Total.-conf-inement building; floors
were nibstly' unsl'atted' but •the"perceritage; withiislats 'ihcreased ;for. producers
' marketing 350' dV mbre-Hbgs^ (size' classes\4 'to>'6) ,-;r...Ofuthose ;that had .slatted
floors'^ 'most were partiaP'''(7''^perce'nt)''and not^-comple'te ;(3 percent)-. Both
""'partfial ^'arid ' complete ^slatt'ing ^was'more'^cdnimonly msed .in-.growing.T.finishing
"'facilities 'than 'in'^fa^frowing'"'fadllities for ^producers? marketing over 350
hogs per year'.'Over SO'-percent-df--total confinement facilities used ^
^primarily~ for-'^grdwing-finishing-for-'thisTgroup :df "farmers:-:.were. equipped with
slats. - Almost'-none-'df-'^theisfarmers marketing.-.under:<:350"hogs 'h^,-slatted
' •'flddrsHn any of^thelr--bulldings'.^''u./ -loii-. -..-j:.;
- '-a IT. 10 ^ ^a, c.j--^
Ill
- L
' r
".>i, r; "i'j L'j {31',-
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F: Bedding • -» ' • <
Straw was^ predominantly., the bedding material used-by most farmers ^ut
many other materials were used also (Table 4.11)^. Corn .products (cobs and/or
stalk combinations) were, the second, most used^aterial. Straw only was
used in'60.7, 73.2.and 76,9 percent of all the" total-confinement, partial-
conflneiaent and" unimproved .buildings', respectively, considering both
farrowing and growing-finishing facilities.. .
The percent of buildings using bedding.decreased,as the degree of
confinement increased (90.0 .percent.for total-confinement compared to
98.3 percent'for unimproved facilities), .^Alsq,, the percent of buildings
using bedding was negatively correlated with slatted floors. As the
number of hogs marketed increased:.the percent-using bedding decreased,
particularly for total-confinement facilities .primarily used for growing-
finishing. Nearly half of' these, totalrconfinemeht.;buildings in size
classes 4, 5,''and 6 used no bedding. . c
Only minor substitutions-of bedding materials,was apparent,when
building'types were .broken.down by primary use_,.Cobs..were more connaonly
used in farrowing.' facilitlesr.while cornstalks were-.more commonly used in
growing-finishing facilities. ^
G. Manure disposal ,c , - r i
• Many automated, semir.automated,-. and-other, labor saying systems have
been developed for cleaning swine facilities but still over 80 percent of
the total-confinement facilities, 67 percent-of^the partial-confinement
facilities, and .59 percent of the lunimproved facilities in Iowa were cleaned
by hand (Table 4.12).. Cleaning with tractors is m9re feasible in partlal-
confihement and unimproved .facilities, than in -total-confinement facilities,
and accounted for 23 and 29 percent, resp.ectively, ,of these facilities.
The primary use of facilities .greatly influenced the^ method of waste
disposal. Cleaning by hand, .was more conmon in,farrowing facilities than
growing-finishing facilities.', .The difference was near. 20.percent for
total-confinement facilities and unimproved facilities and near 38 percent
for partial-confinement facilities. Growing-finishing units were more
often cleaned with a tractor than were farrowing .units, For partial con
finement and unimproved facilities tractor cleaning of growing-finishing
units increased to near 50 percent as the size group Increased. At the
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Table .4.11. . Types of-bedding used in-large-permanent buildings used
- ! for ;farrowing and growing-finishing swine
Type of Bedding
None "Straw Cobs
Shavings
or
sawdust
Straw
and
cobs
Other,
combi
nations
- - - -percent-
Facilities primarily used for farrowing
Total confinement .5.6 61.8 12.7 7.6 7.7 4,6
Partial confinement 4.7 63.2 11.0 5.3 14.1 1.7
Unimproved. .
facilities 0.0 72.9 5.0 6.9 5.4 9.9
' * 1 Facilities primarily used for growing-finishing
Total' confinement. " 19.1. - . 57.3 7.9 0:0 9,2 6.5
Partial confinement 4.1 79.6 5-.7 1.4 .5.8: 3.4
Unimproved
facilities c 2.5 81.5 4;5 0.2 4.3: .7.1
P.'J ^Other:combinations includes: ccornstalks'; cobs and shavings;
- straw and cornstalks; hay; -straw-and-hay;- straw-and cobs-and
shavings; straw and indoor-outdoor carpet; straw and cobs and
cornstalks; cobs anii cornstalks. '' ' •
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Table 4.12* Methods for disposing of manure for large permanent
buildings used for farrowing and growing-finishing swine.
Cleaning Method
Natural
drain
Hand
clean
Tractor
clean
Holding
pit
Hand and
tractor
clean
Other
combi
nations
-percent-
Facilities primarily used for farrowing
Total confinement 2.9 86.5 4.2 2.8 2.3 1.4
Partial
confinement 0.0 92.7 3.6 0.6 3.7. 0.0
Unimproved
facilities 6.4 74.0 6.9 0.0 18.8 0.9
Facilities primarily used for growing and finishing
Total confinement 2.3 66.6 14.0 10.1 5.9 1.0
Partial
confinement
1
1.7 54.7 33.6 1.3 6.7 2.0
Unimproved
facilities • 2.2- 53.8 38.6 0.0 5.0 0.4
^Other combinations include: natural drain and tractor clean;
holding pit and aerobic lagoon; natural drain and hand clean;
natural drain and hand clean and tractor clean; hand clean and
holding pit; hand clean and floor drain with solids by hand;
anaerobic lagoon; tractor clean and holding pit.
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same time hand cleaning of these units decreased.
- -.-..Between 1 :and 3 percent of producers let their building facilities
drain naturally without using any liquid holding systems.'-' This did not
change-recognizably with -facili-ty--or •size of producer. -Holding pits and
-lagoons were not used by many farmers. The percent using them did not -
increase greatly as the size of operation increased except for total-
confinement facilities.
H. Heating , ^
The use and type of facility and number of hogs marketed all were
.•important- variables in describing the heating systems used (Table 4.13).
Over 80 percent of the total confinement facilities used for farrowing
deceived some kind of artificial heat. This compares "to 67 percent of
partial-confin^eht" facilities and 63'percent of linimprovement facilities
used for•farrowing that were heated. As the size"class increased the
percent of farro^ng facilities that^were heated increased. Over 95 percent
of the total confinement facilities and 80 percent of the partial confinement
arid unimproved facilities in'size classes 4 to 6 used for JEarrowing were
heated. Only total confinement facilities used for growing-finishing
pigs were heated and the percentage was just over 25. There did not appear
to be a size trend.
Heat lamps and space heaters were the principal means of heating swine
facilities. Heat lamps were used more often than space heaters in partial-
confinement and unimproved facilities but for total-confinement facilities
space, heaters were used more often than heat lamps. In no case did any
heating system other than heat lamps, space heaters, • furnaces or combinations
of these three, account-for the-.heating .system..in more than two percent of
. . ' r 1 r o ••• .
the-.-swine facilities. .
I. Cooling systems • • ^ -
Cooling system data were collected for only improved permanent facilities
The results show_that. Iowa hog producers ..did not feel a great need for
cooling .systems (Table, 4.14). This was particularly true for facilities
primarily used for growing-finishing. Respectively, only 23.2 and 6.4
percent of Iowa*s total-confinement and partial-confinement- facilities
primarily used for''growing" and finishing were equipped with a cooling
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Table 4.13. Syst^s for heating large permanent buildings used for farrowing
and growing-finishing swine
Heating system
Heat
lamp & Heat Other
Heat Space space lamp & Floor combl-^
None lamp heater Furnace heater furnace heat nations
-percent-
Facilities primarily used for farrowing
Total confinement 19.2 19.6 28.4 11.3 13.0 2.8 1.2 4.5
Partial
confinement 33.4 27.7 ,24.8 3.0 9.3 0,0 0.0 2.0
Unimproved
facilities ,36.7 28.8 21.2 6.9 4.8 0,0 0,0 1.6
Facilities primarily used for growing-finishing
Total confinement 74.5 8.2 13.2 3.5 0.0 0.0 0,3 0.3
®Floor heat Includes: electric floor and hot water floor.
^Other combinations includes: catalytic heaters, infra red and infra ray
heaters, and various combinations of all types listed.
Table 4.14. Systems for cooling large permanent buildings primarily
used for farrowing and growing-finishing. ,
Cooling system
Fan-forced Water Other ^
None air spray combinations
Facilities primarily used for farrowing
Total confinement 68,3 29.5 1.7 0-5
Partial confinement 72.8 '27.0 0,0 0.2
Facilities primarily used for growing-finishing
Total confinement 76.8 12.8 9.8 0.6
Partial confinement 93.6 5.2 1.0 0.2
®Other combinations includes: refrigerated air; evaporation
cooler, fan-forced air and water spray.
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system. For farrowing units the percentages were larger with 31.7 and
27.2 percent of•total-confinement' arid"^parti'al-confinement facilities,
respectively, with cooling systems. In the case of total-confinement
facilities used for farrowing and growing-finishing, cooling syst^s.were
used increasingly" more- often' as- the number of hogs;marketed, increased,-
For'both total'and paftial-cbnfinemerit-'facilities., the most often used
mechanical cobling system was fan-forced '"air ." This: mechanism was
used iii approximat;'ely''84'percent *of'the-total-confinement units and 93
percent of the partial-confinemeht-units-with'cooling systems.'. Farrowing,
facilities with cooling systems'were almost entirely fan.cooled. Water-
spraying devices were the-only other cooling system"popular among Iowa
hog producers 1- This system was used in 9.8 percent •of ".the state's total-
confinement ^facilities primarily used-for growing and finishing'. Water
spray systems were not'-used-by the-larger-producers.
. r • I
ur • :. I ;
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5. THE OCCURRENCE OF DISEASE AND PREVENTATIVE. PRACTICES
A, Swine diseases
Disease often robs the farmer of profits from his swine herd. Some diseases
cause more difficulty :than others. The survey respondents were asked to rank
the diseases that gave them the most difficulty. The most difficult disease
was given four points; second most difficult, three points; third most
difficult, two points; and all other diseases one point. Few respondents
encountered a large enough .variety of diseases in the year surveyed to use
the entire ranking system. The average number of diseases found Is shown
in Table 5.1 by size,category. The second column shows the percent of
responses which were given a four rating. Producers with small swine herds
generally experienced fewer diseases and thus the percentages are larger for
these groups.
Table 5.2 summarize the diseases found on the survey farms. For each
disease the percentage of occurrence and the difficulty index are shown.
These were tabulated on the percentage basis of all farms that produced hogs
and on the basis of all hogs produced. Diseases were grouped according to the
part of the swine production affected most.
The most troublesome baby pig diseases all cause diarrhea. They' include
scours, TGE, and dysentery. The average difficulty factors were near 3.3 for
all three diseases. Disregarding gut edema, which was encountered by only
1 percent of Iowa producers, diarrhea associated diseases were rated 0.4 higher
than the next most troublesome disease category, and 0.6 higher than most all
other diseases. This high ranking reflects the potentially high degree of
death loss or sustained poor performance of baby pigs who come in contact with
these highly contagious diseases.
Baby pig scours are infections caused by E. Coll, Salmonella, and Vibris
or Clostrldia bacteria. This disease complex affected approximately 42 percent
of farms producing baby pigs and 46 percent of the baby pigs and received a
difficulty index of 3.3
TGE (transmissible gastro-enterltls) was encountered by 10.9 percent of
Iowa pig producers or in the herds from which were marketed 14.2 percent of
... i. .'i
I. " '
. . I
I' if '
Table 5.1. "^e number of diseases ranked by the farmers as
being'import~ant"in the' survey
' •-•0-. . ' -r.
^slaughter hogs
marketed in 1971
Average number of
diseases experienced
per producer
Percent of diseases
which were—
ranked 4- ''
.1-99 (1) 1.06^ 59.1
100-249 (2) 1.76 43.1
250-349 (3) 1.47
. • -=3812 •
350-499 (4) 1.86 33,8
500-999 (5) 1.72.. .. b:r-> - ,36.1
1000+ (6) 1.94, 34.4
®The disease giving the most difficulty was given a rank,
of 4 with the disease causing the second most^^difficulty
ranked 3etc. ^ .
•i "0 • . • J
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Table 5.2. The occurrence and difficulty index of diseases affection over 3 percent
of Iowa farmers marketing swine.
All Iowa Overall mean All Iowa Overall iaean
percent Index* percent Index*
I. Disease affecting baby pigs - - •
Scours
Occurrence .42:4 - 45 Is
Difficulty . 3.3 3.3
TGE
Occurrence 10''9 14.2
Difficulty 3.4 ' 3.3
Dysentary (bloody)
Occurrence 8.'9 8.8
Difficulty- 3.6 • 3.3
II. Diseases affecting sows and gilts- • j
Mastitis
Occurrence 27.3 30.9
Difficulty 3^0 2.9
SMEDI I
Occurrence 11.5 10.3
Difficulty- 2.5- 2.5
III. Diseases affecting all iage levels
Respiratory pneumonia
Occurrence 11.e 29.3
Difficulty 2.9 2.7
Atrophic Rhinitis
Occurrence 13.7 16.7
Difficulty 3.0 2.8
Infectious Arthritis
PPLO (arthritis)
Occurrence 22.7 25.6
Difficulty 2.7 2.6
Erysipelas
Occurrence 17.5 16.3
Difficulty 2.8 2.7
The disease giving the most difficulty was given a rank of 4 with the disease
causing the second most difficulty ranked 3, etc.
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the hogs for slaughter. 'This highly contagious viral disease was much more
prevalent for those producers marketing lOOO or more ..swine per year (size
class 6). Producers gave TGE aii average difficulty rating of 3.47 which is
conslstient with the potential of this disease to clalia almost-100 percent
mortality among pigs under 10 days of age.
Swine dysentery"or bloody scours was reported^to" have given difficulty-
to about 8.9 percent of Iowa pig producers. Survey results showed this
disease was as troublesome for small producers as for large producers-.
The two most troublesome'diseases to affect thie sow Herd were'mastitis
and SMEDI. '^Mastitiswhich may^have included metritls iand agalactla (MMA),
was specified as the fourth most prevalent and fourth most difficult disease.
This disease occurred in 27.3 percent of the herds from which were marketed
30.9 percent of the" hogs for slaughter. Mastitis, when it did occur, was of
major concern and appeared to 'be a more difficult problenl for those producers
marketing less than 250 hogs per year (size classes 2 and 1) than for those
marketing 250 or more hogs^per'year^(size classes 3 to 6)V
' The" disease complex'referred'to'as'SMEDI (stillbirth, mummification,
embryonic deatK and InfeiTtility)''was'encountered by 11.5 percVnt of pig
producers. Occurrences by size'groupings were variable with no trends
evident. The difficuliiy rating "for all' farmers was\2.5 with no trends evidenced
by size group.
Those dlseases' which'affected swine' at all age lievels-were 'divided Ihto
two groups--resplfatory diseases "and' diseases which bause arthritis.- The most
troublesome respiratory diseases were pneumonia "and "atrophic rhinitis. Arthritic
diseases causing "the most difficulty were PPLO and Erysipelas.
Swine respiratory diseases have the potential" to- cause 'considerable death
loss or poor performance'in clironic'all'y infected "animals. Included within the
disease complex referred to as pneumonia is enzobtic^pneumonia (SEP), bacterial
pneumonia, swine Influenza, and verminous pneumonia. A second respiratory
related disease is atrophic rhinitis The shrinking-of the nasal'terminals
which this disease' causes is tipt a direct cause of 'death and does not result
in loss of efficiency for the animal': ' The riesultlng loss-from atrophic rhinitis
is in the"form of'higher susceptibility^of the respiratory" system to Infectious
bacteria organi^s. The lower difficulty factor associated with respiratory
diseases reflects the lower percent of death loss encountered with respiratory
diseases compared with diarrhea diseases and the greater difficulty*of calculating
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losses caused by decreased feed efficiency compared with losses caused by death.
Difficulty with pneumonia was encountered by 27.6 percent of Iowa's hog
producers from which.were marketed 29.3 percent of the hogs for slaughter.
Producers in size ,class 1 indicated a slightly higher difficulty rating for
the pneumonia complex than medium and larger scale producers. The difficulty
rating was less-than 3 for the groups marketing over 350 hogs (size classes 4
to 6). . .
Atrophic rhinitus affected 13.7 percent of Iowa swine herds from which 16,7
percent of the slaughter hogs were marketed. Producers marketing less than
100 slaughter hogs (size class 1)-did not indicate any occurrence of this
disease. The 15 percent for size class 2 who encountered this disease also
specified a high difficulty rating of 3.4. The average producer difficulty
factor was_ 3,0 compared to the hog weighted difficulty factor of 2.8.
The most troublesome of the diseases causing arthritis are PPLO
(ntycroplasma granularum) and e^sipelas. PPLO causes slower and less
efficient weight gains with only minor chronic effects after a short recovery
period. Erysipelas can occur in three degrees of difficulty. Acute erysipelas
generally results- in sudden death of the animal, Subacute erysipelas is less
severe than the acute stage and .recovery generally follows. Chronic erysipelas
results in enlargement of the joints, stiffness, and continued poor gain
efficiency. Both types of arthritis result in condemnation of parts of
carcasses and of whole carcasses. Another loss is the inefficiency of tlie
animal while on feed. Except for the death loss, much of the economic loss
associated with swine arthritis is hidden from the typical pork producer. This
fact results in lower difficulty ratings for arthritic diseases than for many
of the other disease groupings.
PPLO was indicated as the .third most prevalent swine disease. This disease
was deemed a difficult problem by 22,7 percent of the pork producers or in
the herds from which 25.6 percent of Iowa hogs were marketed,, Occurrence was
moderately higher for those producers marketing 250 or more hogs (size classes
3 to,6), The average level of difficulty of 2.7 reflepts the tendency for the
disease to be considered of secondary importance.
Erysipelas was encountered by 17.5 percent of Iowa's swine producers or
in the herds from which 16.3 percent of Iowa hogs were marketed. The average
difficulty factor was 2.8 for this disease. Producers marketing less than
250 hogs (size classes 1 and 2) tended to encounter greater difficulty than
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larger producers.
Table 5.3 reports diseases which affected less than five percent of the
farmers surveyed.'^ Tliese diseases; include "lep^^ gut edema, brucelloses,
and yellow pig disease.
B. Disease control '
Farmers, were-asked-about,preventatiye,practices and disease treatment.
One preventative practice was to purchase disease-free breeding stock,
commonly called SPF (specific pathogen.-free)'. The SPF, program breaks the
atrophic rhinitis and mycoplasma pneumonia cycles which respectively affected
13.7 percent,and 27.6 percent of Iowa's 1971 swine producers. Table 5.4
reports the,percent of producers in the survey who.,purchased part or all of
their breeding-stock from SPF herds.^-In-1971, 7.7-percent of.Iowa's hog
producers purchased,some or all of ,their breeding stock-from SPF herds and
4.4 percent-purchased all SPF-breedirig stock.. 'Those producers marketing .
1000 head or more (size class 6) purchased a higher percent of SPF breeding
stock than other producers.
Baby pig-aneiaia is not, a disease but;rather a sympton of iron deficiency.
Farmers were 'asked'about their* aneniia' prevention'program and the results
are shown in Table 5.4. Nearly 80 percent'of the tarmexs surveyed who
farrowed Ws fSllowed an>neiia~preventidn progr^T A'higher percent of
farmers with'large herds-followed an'anemi-a preventative program than
fanners with small herds. , . ^
Another disease preventative practice^was'the feeding of'^tibiotics in
in the ration, "Feeding practices" will be discussed in the" following section.
Table 6.2 shows the percent of farmers who fed antibiotics to their swine.
The majority of farmers fed antibiotics to their swine at all age levels.
Over 92 percent of the farmers fed antibiotics to their suckling pigs and
nearly 60 percent were still feeding antibiotics when their pigs were being
fed for market (finishing). Over 76 percent of the producers fed'nursing
sows antibiotics. There"appeared not to be any trends in the use of anti-
biotics by size category.
The services of a veterinarian are^used both for disease prevention and
treatment. Visits of a'-veterinarian to the farm and of the farmer to the
veterinarian are^shbvm iii~"Table 5 ."SV" Less than 2 percent of Iowa*s swine
producers' had-a'Veterinarian'visit their farm-over 24-times in 1971. And, .
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Table 5.3. Sunmiary of diseases occurring on less than five
percent of the farms surveyed.
Estimated
occurrence
for all Iowa
Estimated
occurrence
for all
Average
degree of
difficulty'Disease
, .. •. 1 -percent- • .
Leptospiroses' 3.4 • '3.8 . 2.78
Gut edema 1.0 .8 3.55
Brucellosis ' .2 - 2 1.00
Yellow pig disease .6 .2 liOO
^The disease giving the most difficulty'was' given' a
rank of 4 with the disease .causing the second most
difficulty ranked 3, etc.
Table 5.4. The percent of producers who purchased SPF
breeding stock and who maintained an anemia
prevention program
'
Percent of' Percent of Percent of
' . producers ^ producers producers.
purchasing pruchasing maintaining
part or all all SPF an anemia
Slaughter hogs SPF breeding . breeding,, -prevention
inarketed in 1971 stock stock orosram
-percent-
.. 1-99 (1) 4.9 — 51.7
100-249 (2) 9.3 5.8 73.8 ^
250-349 (3) 6.1 3.5 92.2
350-499 (4) 4.8 1.4 91.1
500-999 (5) . 8.7 8.0 95.3
1000+ (6) 21.3 11.3 90.0
All.Iowa.hog
producers 7,7 * 4.4 79.6
All Iowa hogs 8.4 • '4:9 84.2
Producers not carrying- on farrowing operation excluded
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38.0 percent of the farmers did not have a veterinarian visit at all. As
swine herds increased in size, however, the number of visits by a veterinarian
increased so that 87.8 percent of the farms marketing over 1000 hogs in 1971
(size class 6) had at least one visit by a veterinarian compared to 35.4
percent for size class 1. Even fewer farmers, about 10 percent, took
their diseased swine to the veterinarian. The proportion increased to
almost 20 percent for size class 6.
Sow and/or feeder pig treatment for mange and lice was practiced by
79.5 percent of the state's swine producers (Table 5.6) having 84.1 percent
of the state's hogs. Those producers marketing less than 250 head (size
classes 1 and 2) had a 10 percent lower treatment level. Seventysix
percent of the producers carrying on a farrowing operation treated their
sows for mange and lice while 74.5 percent of the producers treated their
feeders for mange and lice.
A worming program for sows and/or feeders was practiced by 92.5 percent
of the producers representing 93.8 percent of hog marketings (Table 5.6).
Seventy-four percent of the producers carrying on a farrowing operation
treated their sows for worms while 90.3 percent of the producers treated
their feeders for worms.
Table 5.6. Percent of swine producers treating their swine
for mange, lice and worms.
Percent treating Percent Percent
Slaughter hogs sows and/or treating treating
feeders sows feeders
-percent-
A. Treating swine for mange and lice
All Iowa hog
producers 79.5 75.7 74.5
All Iowa hogs 84.1 78.2 77.2
B. Treating swine for worms
All Iowa hog
producers 92.5 73.8 90.3
All Iowa hogs - 93.8 77.1 92.5
Producers not carrying on farrowing operation excluded
6. SWINE FEEDING ERAC^IGES^ -n .. „
• - The farmers-surveyed-were'asked to- describe -the-systems they used to
process' and~handle the feed fed to their swine and the nature' of the- ration.
The responses" to these questions'are summarized'in* this* s'ection.
A. Source and composition of feed'
Most famers (near "85'percent ^for growing-finishing pigs^; and, 80 percent
for'sows) fed Cheir swine^'a basic corn ration to which a supplement '(including
a^prmix) was'added (Table ,6.1). iie ^pther famers fed a cominkrcialiy.pre
pared completeiiration. Differences, between size'groups were( inconclusive,
but the following differences were observed: (1) growing pigs, were fed. a
higher percentage of commercially prep^ared feed than fltiiflhing pigs (19
percent compared to 12 percent); (2) suckling pigs were generally fed a
cbramercialiy-prepared feed ,(70 percent); ^and :(3); about the' same ..percentage
of gestating^spws were fed a commercial feed as nursing sows.
'">?There were..a few producers (about 4 percentffor growing-finishing swine
and'8 percent for sows)''who did not" feed a protein'supplement* to^;" their; swine.
• i ,.1 I.-'.." . '• , I'
Nonprotein rations were;the most common for sizet.class .1 where 17.4 and 27,4
percent of producers fed'their gestating and nursing sows, respectively-,
nonprotein rations. A higher proportion of producers in this size dais's also
fed nonprotein,rations to their growing and finishing pigs. . .
Nearly 90 percent of producers, over all swine classes, included both
vi"tam:ins and trace minerals in their feed (Table' 6.2)For suckling pigs
this percentage was near 95. There-were ho apparent differences'associated
with size class. ~ r-.
Antibiotics were included in 94-i and 83 percent of the rations 'for suck
ling and growing pigs, respectively'^^Table 6.2), ' This percentage dropped to
near 60 for finishing hogs. Nursing sows received antibiotics.10 percent more
<' ' '
often than gestating sows!^." There were no observable differences, by- size class,
B. Feed handling and processing systems
Nearly SOperceht-of-prbducers fed; theirsows with anvauger wagon or
grinder mixer (Table 6.3). This percentage was near 80 for growing-finishing
40
Table 6.1. Source o£ feed f^
Type of Swine
Sows JPlgs.Slaughter hogs
marketed in 1971 Gestatlng Nursing Suckling Growing Finishing
-percent-
Producers feeding a complete ration prepared commercially
1-99 (1) , 5.6 5.6 66.2 17.4 16.6
100-249 (2) • 17.6 16.2' 68.3 21.5 12.4
250-349 (3) '9,9. 12.6 79.3 - 13.6 . 5-.5
350-499 (4) 27.8 24.8. 63.4 - 19.6 ' 10.4
500-999 (5) 28.1' ' ^ "29.6 • ' 79.1 21.8 10.3
1000+ .(6)-:: 27.8: 22.9 - 79.5 22.6 16.2.
All Iowa hog' ^ . *- ^
producers 17.9 . 17.4 . 70.0 19.5 11.9,
All Iowa hogs 19.1 20.1 72.8 2o;o 10.8
Producers feeding a ration of'corn to.which a supplement had been added
1-99 (1) '
' .1 " ! -
77.7 72.8 40.6 77.4^ 80.6
100-249 (2) "80.1 81.5 '44.1 85.1 90.4
.250-349 (3) . 87.1. 84.4 38.9 90.0 92.8
350-499 (4) 74.3 79.8 43.0' 88.9 92.1
500-999 (5) ' ^ 79.5 - 77.7 39.5 • 89.3 93.4
1000+ ,(6), 80.9 -.86.1 38.0 .. 92.7 95.4
All Iowa hog . <•" ''t . ,
producers 79.9 79.9 41.7 '85.6 89.5
All Iowa hogs ~ 81,4 81.4 41.2 86.7 ' ' 91.5
' K . i A
Producers feeding only grain (mostly corn) and rqughag es of their swine
1-99 (1) . 17.4 27.2 . 4.9 6.7 9.3
100-249 (2) 7.2 8.7 3.7 4.0 4.0
250-349 (3) 3.0 3.0 1.3 2.7 2,7
350-499 (4X .4.1 . 2;9 2.2 2.0 2.0 t*-
500-999 (5) 8.7 6.8 .7 .6 .6 ?
1000+ (6) 9.6 2.3 ' 4.3 2.9 1.7
All Iowa hog • • ' . w
producers 8.0 . . 9.5 - 2.8 3.6 , . 4.1
All Iowa hogs 4.2 4.6 1.2 1-9 1.9
Producers not carrying on: farrowing operation excluded
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Table 6«2. Producers who Included a vltaniln_ supplement and trace min
erals in. their feed
, Type of Swine
Slaughter hogs
marketed in 1971
Sows PiKS
3
Gestatine Nursing^ Suckline Growine Finishing
.iv 't .
-percent-
All Iowa hog^
producers ^. •
All Iowa hogs-
Producers who
89.7'
90.2
Included
89.2
90.7
a vitamin supplement
96.2 90.4 •
95;7 90.1^'
- 85 .6
85.9,
Producers who Included trace minerals -r;* .r'-.." . '-V
All'Iowa hog '
producers 91.-0;
V^ r
90.4 94.4
r
V •
91.2- • . 90,1 .
All Iowa hogs 91.8
A • . ' - . .; i
91.1 ,93.9.._ 91.5 90.8
Producers vho included antibiotics
All Iowa hog.,'
producers ^ j
All' Iowa hogs.
n , ;
67.3
65.4..
78.0,.
79.1
93.7..
93.5 ^
83 . 1 ;
82.5 • •
• /. 61.-1
• '5_8.-6
Producers ^not carrying on farrowing operation excluded.
•y
. . S'*
A
•
f-
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Table 6*3. Feed handling systems
<•' •
Type of Swine
Sows PiKS
nogs
— A
marketed In 1971 Gestatlns Nurslne^. . Suckllne^. Growing Flnlshine
- -- -- - - • • - - -percent-
- Producers who used a system of conveyers or augers
1-99 (1) -- • - __ 1.1 1.0
100-249 (2) • 1.3 . . - - 2.7 2.9
250-349 (3) 3.0 4.3 3.0 3.3 5.9
350-499 (4) -- .,8 4.9 4.9
500-999 (5)- . .7 1.3 1.4 6.2 5.8-
1000 + .6 .3 .3 14.8 12.5
All Iowa hog ' * 1
producers .6 1.4 .7 3.6 . . .3.8 .
All Iowa hogs ^ .8 2.1 1.0 5,9 - • 6.1
- Producers who used an auger wagon or grinder-mixer
1-99 (1) 46.8" 46.8 45:6 • 72.0 71,2
100-249 (2) 53.5 51.2 54.0 78.0 78.0
250-349 (3) 44.3 51.8 43.9 ' 82.1 ' 81.6
350-499 (4) 37.3' 46,. 3. 47.1 , 85.2 • . 85.9
500-999 (5) -- - 49,0 - 49.9- . .. . 42.0 89.9 - 90.2
1000+ (6) 75.4 77.1 51.3 92.7 95.4
All Iowa hog
producers 48.7 50.5 48.2 80.3 80.2
All Iowa hogs 51.0 54,0 48.0 83.8 84.8
Producers not carrying on farrowing operation excluded.
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swine. In contrast only aly)ut 1 percent and .4 percejnt of producers fed their
sows and growing-finishing pigs, respectively, with a system of conveyors and
augers. The percent of producers using auger wagons and grinder mixers to
feed'growing-finishing swine increased as ;tfie number of slaughter hogs
.^marketed increased.. The increased use _ofj.conveyor^^d. augers was- noticeable
only for size class 6 . -7 For this class over 12 percent of the producers
fed their growing c-and finishing; pigs with a. system of conveyors or-
augers. ' •^ • _ • • • ,
.. Whether or-no.t farmers processed their'pjm swine feed is shown.-in Table 6.4,
Nearly 20 percent'did not process their own''feed. As the number of hogs mar
keted increased the percent that processed their own feed incr,eased. , Most
farmers who processed their o.wn"'feed owned jthej, feed mill. Under •10 .percent
used custom operated mills. *^The percent that used custom mills did hot
change noticeably as size increased.
Most (70 percent of Iowa farmers producing swine) had their feed pro-,
cessed by portable feed mills (Table 6.5). Stationary feed mills were used
K *
by only about 7 percent of Iowa swine producers. The distribution of these
mills ,on farms did not ..change-appreciably by'size of^swine^ operation". ^
C. Feeding practices
-- . Some producers limit fe.ed theirswine ,as ;^a means of' controlling the lean
to fat ratio of finishedJiogs or the size of sows. This practice was sur
veyed and the results are shown in Table 6.;.6. Less than 4 percent, of pro
ducers limit fed their growing-finishing swine. On the otherhand nearly
89 percent limit fed their gestating sows,and 63 percent limit fed their
nursing sows. There'were no observable trends with respect to. tfie number of
! . , *'. 'v. I, • . ,
hogs marketed except for gestating sows. It appears that as the number of
sows farrowed increased\.beyond the first size class the practice^of.limit
feeding the gestating^ sows increased. . ; ~
The practice of wet feeding was used for only a few producers in the
smallest size class. For all size groups this practice was more common for
sows than for growing-finishing pigs.
/
D. Sources of corn fed to swine
Table 6.7 shows whether the corn fed to the swine was raised on the farm
or purchased, by sUze of swine operation. For all hog operations nearly 51
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Table 6,4. Sources used for processing swine feed by size
Custom &
Do not Custom Farmer farmer-
Slaughter hogs process operated operated operated
marketed in 1971 own feed mill mill mills
-percent-
1-99 (1) 27.1 10.4 60.4 2.1 4
100-249 (2) 21.9 9.3 65.0 3.9
250-349 (3) 20.3 11.8 66.4 1.5
350-499 (4) 12.3 7.1 79.9 .7
%
500-999 (5) 12.0 8.2 78.9 .9
1000 + (6) 8.1 10.6 80.0 1.3
All Iowa hog
producers 19.8 9.5 68.4 2.3
All Iowa hogs 17.3 9.6 70.4 1.7
Table 6,5, Mill types used to process swine feed
Portable
Slaughter hogs and
marketed in 1971 Stationary mill Portable mill stationary
N -percent-
1-99 (1) 12.4 57.5 2.1
100-249 (2) 3.4 72.8 1.7
250-349 (3) 7.8 65.4 6.2
350-499 (4) 7.0 79.7 .7
500-999 (5) 7.6 77,8 2.7
1000+ (6) 8,7 81,9 1.3
All Iowa hog
producers 7,0 70.5 2.4
All Iowa hogs 7.3 71,4 2.3
» %
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Table 6.6. Limit feeding of swine
Type of Swine
Slaughter hogs
marketed in 1971
Q
Gestatlne Nursing
Si
Suckling GrowinR Finishing
-percent-
1-99 (1) 78.4 52.5 28.7 8.9 8.4
100-249 (2) 90.7 66.9 19.0 2.8 3.9
250-349 (3) 84.1 57.7 14.1 3.1 3.1
350-499 (4) 95.3 68.4 19.3 3.5 —
500-999 (5) 92.9 65.1 12.7 .9 —
1000 + (6) 95.9 47.8 10.8 --
All Iowa hog
producers 88.9 62.6 18.6 3.8 3.6
All Iowa hogs 90.3 60.0 14.0 2.3 2.0
Producers not carrying on farrowing operation excluded.
Table 6.7. Percent of producers who purchased the com which was fed to their swine
Mean percent of
corn purchased
by each size
Slaughter hogs Percent of corn fed that was purchased group for those
marketed in 1971 0 1-20 21-40 41-60 61-80 81-100 purchasing corn
-percent-
1-99 (1) 70.7 8.9 4.6 7.9 .2 7.9 14.0
100-249 (2) 44.2 17.6 8.9 17.9 3.1 8.2 23.7
250-349 (3) 57.8 7.0 11.2 13.0 6.1 5.1 20.6
350-499 (4) 43.6 20.0 13.0 11.6 4.8 7.0 22.6
500-999 (5) 42.6 19.0 7.7 16.0 7.8 7.0 25.9
1000+ (6) 32.6 13.1 9.8 27.1 9.4 8.1 33.3
All Iowa hog
producers 50.9 14.7 8.7 14.5 3.9 7.4
All Iowa hogs 48.6 15.6 9.5 14.0 4.5 7.8
Overall mean/
farmer
21.7
Overall mean/
hogs
22.7
percent purchased no corn at all and 74 percent purchased less than 40 percent
of the corn they fed. Only about 5 percent purchased all of the com they fed.
Only small differences in the mean percent of corn purchased by the
middle range of producers (classes 2 through 5) were apparent. As with the
overall farmer and hog weighted mean, these size classes indicated they
purchased about 22 percent of all corn fed to swine. The smallest and largest
size classes pruchasedl4 and 33 percent, respectively, of the corn fed to
their swine.
I '
7. CHARACTERISTICS OF LABOR USED FOR SWINE PRODUCTION
Farmers in the survey were asked to describe the labor used on their
farms-arid, the labor'used'with; th'e'swine herd. Their resp'onses are reported
in this section.
A. Farm'-labor sources - ' " ' - ' ' "
-Many- farm"operatpr8;.'work"on t:heir;_fani^, only; ipart-time^while,haying
one or more jobs off/the, farm. The ifarmers in this survey who worked off
their fams are reported in Table :7..-l. It can be seen for all'Iowa swine
producers '.that the percent of farm pperators who worked off their farms
full-time ,-.(40 or more hours per week^'was 10.0 and. part-time 16i0;-(100to 40
hours per week). Size \classes 1 and; ^4, respectively, had 14.4"and 17^4 percent
of their producers working full-time, off the fann. FuH-tiffle ;pff-farm'employ-
ment dropped to 4.0 percent for size class 6. Part-time off-farm work was
defined-to include doing custom work^-" The percent'of producers "doing part-
time work did not show a size class trend. Excluding the 5.3 percent of size
class 3 farmers who worked 52 weeks a year full-time off the farm, the average
number of weeks spent working full-time off the farm declined as the number
of hogs marketed" increased", , Farmers who worked ofi their farms full-time
worked an average of only 12.2 weeks for those marketing- over 1000 hogs per
year (size class-6)-compared to ,40.4 weeks, for"those marketing'1-99 hogs (size
class 6) compared to 40.4 weeks for those marketing 1-99 hogs (size class 1).
Even though there was some variation in.the pattern of full-time off-farm work
as size increased, it is clear that as the number of hogs marketed per year
increased the weeks worked off the farm fall-time declined. However, it does
' 'a. ^ "ill • .' •, _not appear that'tKe average number of weeks worked off the farm by those
working off the farin part-time decreased as the number of hogs marketed' in
creased.' The number of hogs marketed did not affect greatly the amount of
time spent 'doing^ fann work w '^le working'.fu^^^ or part-time off the farm. The
average number pf ,hours spent working on the fara ranged between 3 to 4 hours
per day-for-farmers^working" full-time off-the farra'and'A to 7 for farmers working
part-time off the farm. This contrasts with 9 to 10 hours spent working on the
farm when not working off the farm.
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Table 7.1. Percent of farmers producing swine who worked off their
farms and the amount of time they spent working off
their farms
Slaughter hogs
% of producers, who
worked off their farms
Average no* of weeks
worked off their farms
marketed in 1971 Full-time ' Part-time Rill-time -Part-time
. 1-99 ...(1) ' • 14,4 ' - 13.9 40.'4 9.1 -
100-249 (2) ^ : 8.9- 17:2: ' 37.9 9.7 J •
250-349 (3) 5.3 ' '19.1 •' 52.0 '4.5
350-499 (4) ' -17.4 13.5 > " 21.9 "5.2 •
500-999 (5) - 4.8 ' 16.8 - -17:4 6.7
1000+ (6) . 4.0 " 9.3 12.2' 10.0
All Iowa hog ^
producers 10.0 ; 16.0- 34.6, 7.9
Table 7.2. Sources of farm labor on farms producing swine, percent
who worked with the swine, and the number of hours
worked per year- , •
Sources of labor
Operator Partners" Wives Children
Other
relatives
Part- ' Part-
time time
hired hired
1." Percent of farmers using each labor source
IpO.'O 2.6 "" 53.2 50.8 17.9 , .8.4 26.9
2. Percent of each labor source who worked with the swine
100.0 " ' 100.0. 11,9 85.5 64.9. - .82,7 30.2
3. Average number of hours worked by labor source on those
farms that used that source"of labor
- 3101 2918' 732 711 933 1970 149
•' 49
In addition to the operator other people worked on the farms surveyed.
The percent of farms using other specified'sources \of -.labor are shown" in
I . ' _ ' w' - - ^ .
Table 7.2. Business partners were only a very minor source of labor except
at the largest size class (6) with 14 percent. Wives and children were an
important source pf'fanh labor.at all levels of. hog .marketings. Over 50
i percent-of the''operators had'wives, and'childrenrwhp. worked on the farm,
I- The number of children who worked on the farm averaged near one and did not
» change as hog marketings increased. ^ .
• The proportion of farmers who hired full-time^employees was less than
10 percent for size classes-^1 •to 5. Almost .50 percent of size class 6 hired
full-time employees. Part-time help was hired by~26,9 percent of the producers
and did not show large size class differences except for class 1 with only
16 percent hiring part-time labor. It is interesting that not all farmers
who marketed over 1000 hogs' hired laborers from off th^ farm. The percent of
farmers hiring labor, both full and part-time, was not tabulated but at no
size level did the sum of the percentages of full .and/or part-time employees
add to 100.
The individuals who worked with the swine are also shown in Table 7.2.
All partners worked with the swine and approximately 80 percent of the producers
with wives, children, or full-time employees used these sources of labor to
work with the swine. Few (about 30 percent) part-time employees worked with
the swine.
The total number of persons, including the operator, who worked on the
farms surveyed is shown in Table 7.3, The average number was near 3,4 for all
Iowa hog producers and was near this level for all size classes except the
largest (6) with 5 persons. It should be realized that the average number of
hogs marketed per year could be several times larger for this size class than
-5 ^ for the next smaller class as this size class is open ended. The number that
worked with the swine was nearly eight-tenths of a person less than the number
*' *' who worked on farms producing swine (3,4 minus 2,6), This did not change
%
greatly as the number of hogs marketed increased,
B, Hours worked by each labor source
The average number of hours worked on farms per unit of each labor source
is shown in Table 7.2, Operators on the average worked about 3100 hours per
year (258 hours per month or 60 hours per week). There was a slight increase
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Table 7.3. Average total number of persons who worked on the
farm and who helped with the swine
Slaughter hogs On the With
marketed in 1971 farm the swine
i-99 (1) 3.3 2.3
100-249 (2) 3.4 2.5
250-349 (3) 3,3. 2.5
350-499 (4) 3.4 2.8
500-999 (5) 3.6 2.9
1000+ (6) 5.0 3.6
Overall mean/
farmer 3.4 2.6
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at the largest size class with operators working about 350 hours more per year
than the average. This is partially accounted for by a smaller amount of
off-farm employment by operators with more swine. Business partners worked
about the same number of hours as their counterparts for.most size categories.
Wives worked an average of about 732 hours per year and the amount worked did
not appear to be related to the number of hogs marketed. Children worked an
average of 711 hours per year but the hours worked per child varied greatly.
There were 784 hours difference in the number of -hours children worked between
the smallest and largest sized classes; however^ the pattern was not consistent.
Full and part-time labor hours averaged 1970 and 149, respectively. The
pattern of hours worked by these employees was not consistent and did not in
crease in proportion to the number of hogs marketed. However, size class 1
full-time employees only averaged 1400 hours work per year'.
C. Farm and swine labor requirements
The average total number of hours spent doing fam related work is shown
in Table 7.4. The 20.6 percent of Iowa's hog producers who. marketed less than
100 slaughter hogs averaged 4006 total hours worked. This: is over 800 hours below
the overall mean per farmer of 4825'hours; The total-hours worked differed less
than 200 for producers in size classes 2 to 5. -Size class 6 (which farmed an
average of 744 acres compared to the state average of 327) indicated an average
of 8316 total hours worked on farm related activities.
The average number of total hours worked with the swine for all sources is
also presented in Table 7.4. This''figure'.-""tehded to increase as the number of
hogs marketed increased with the exception of' size class 4. The typical pro
ducer spent 23.1 percent of this total farm labor doing swine related activities.
This percentage was about 30 percent for producers marketing 500 or more hogs
per year and below 20 percent for producers marketing less than 250-hogs. The
typical producer spent 898 hours doing swine related chores which represented
I
87.6 percent of the total time spent on swine. The total number of hours spent
doing swine related chores tended to increase (except for size class 4) as the
number of hogs marketed increased. The proportion of-total swine time spent
doing swine related chores varied little among swine.classes.
The average number of hours speiit with' the hogs per slaughter hog marketed
was 6.5. This figure is influenced greatly by the 20,6 percent hog producers
in the smallest size class who required 15.5 hours per slaughter hog marketed.
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The average labor per hog marketed ,declined gradually from 5.5 hours in size
class 2 to 1.8 hours in size class 6. It should be recognized that these labor
estimate's'were not carefully^measured but,,,rather we.^e memory estimates. The
relationships- among'size'categories probably are more realistic than the actual
numbers. " It-is clear that, th'ere are laboj: economies related to size and may
amount to as' much' as^ three <hours per hog.marketed, between the small and large
producers.'- '''' . .i ,• . _
The average number of hours worked per day with swine by season is pre
sented in Table 7.5. Summer was the only seaSon that had a lower labor re
quirement for all size classes.
Table 7.5. Average ntiinber of hours worked per day with swine by
• i''": • • -'Season
• :ij .
^ Slaughter hogS'
• nioi-Vpt;ed in 1971. spring Ciiimnpr Fair
•• Winter
'l-99"(l)' 1.4 -1.4 1-4
100-249 (2) •2.3- i. li9.. V 2.1. 2.2 .
250-349 (3) 3.5 2.8 3.1 3.3
350-499 (4) 2.8 2.2 _2.5 2.7
500-999 (5) - •-3.5 ..2.8 3,3 , ,3.9
1000+' (eV •-•"'5.4- 4.6i 5.2, , 5.8
Overall mean/' J
-- farmer:. •• ' i 2-6 , , 2-2 .2-4
2.6 ^
' '-.1. • ••• ..
I. J ^ r
^ 1 ✓ C '
- fl
8. ANTICIPATED CHANGES
Farmers were ksked how much they could expand production with their present
facilities and what changes they planned making In their swine production
practices and if they planned to add, or remodel, their production plant.
These questions were asked to determine the flexibility of production and
farmer outlook about the technological changes taking place and the future of
swine production.
A. Potential to increase hogs produced
Over 45 percent of producers sald-that they could Increase production with
out Increasing or changing their facilities or hiring more labor (Table 8.1).
More producers In the smaller sized classes indicated excess capacity,than in
the larger sized categories. Of those that Indicated, they had room and labor
for expansion 80 percent (36.4 percent of all hog producers) said they could
increase farrowlngs and nearly 100 percent said they could feed out more mar
ket hogs. The average number of litters that could be added was 27.2 with the
larger sized classes showing nearly twice as many as the smaller sized classes.
The average number of market hogs that could be Increased was 224.8 with the larger
sized classes showing the greatest capacity potential.
B. Remodeling buildings
Only 15 percent of the producers planned to ^o any remodeling of present
facilities within the next three years (Table 8.2), The largest percentages
of those that planned to remodel were in the upper middle sized classes. This
is probably because more of the smaller sized classes will be reducing swine
production and the largest size class of producers had made all of the conversions
in older buildings thought profitable. Most (46.6 percent) of the remodelxng
planned was with unimproved facilities with partial confinement next (32.
percent) and total confinement with only 16.8 percent. After the remodeling , .
about half (44.8 percent) of the facilities would be total confinement and about half
(48 0 percent) partial confinement.
Following the remodeling 55.2 percent of the total confinement buildings
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would be used for farrowing and 9.7 percent for nurseries. The other 35 percent
were for growing-finishing or combined uses (Table 8.3). Those buildings that
were to be remodeled to partial confinement were mostly for growing-finishing
(50,4 percent) or combined uses (18.7 percent). Only 26.8 percent were for
farrowing.
C. New buildings
Nearly 14 percent'of'the~p^^ planned "to build new facilities within
the next .three years -(Table 8.4). ^Larger producers planned to build more new
buildings than smaller producers. Under 3"percent of the smallest class of
producers planned to build new swine housing compared to 28;8 and 20.0 percent,
respectively, for classes 5 and 6. Most (41.7 percent) of the new buildings
planned were partial cohfiriement types'. Total, confinement accounted for 32.3
percent of the new buildings with portable buildings l8.4 percent and small
permanent buildings 7,6 percent.
Nearly 55 percent of the new total confinement buildings planned were for
farrowing (Table 8.5) compared to 11.3 percent for new partial confinement
buildings. The second most important use for new facilities was for growing-
finishing which accounted for 33.0 percent of total confinement buildings and
76.3 percent of partial confinement buildings. Other uses were combined to
include growing-finishing, nurseries and farrowing. Few new facilities were
planned for gestatlng sows.
D. Feeding syafrpnifl
Only 6.3 percent of the farmers planned to change their feeding system in
the next three years. Of those that planned to change 41.3 percent were going
to add an automated feeding system, 34.9 percent were going to start mixing
their own ration and 19.0 percent were going to add a. grinder-mixer unit.
Other minor changes planned included going to a commercial ration, add self-
feeders and start feeding high moisture corn. The larger producers planned to
make more changes in their feeding systems than the smaller producers.
E. Manure disposal
About 8 percent of the producers planned to change their manure disposal
systems in the next three years. Nearly 65 percent of these changes were for
slatted floors and 68 percent for holding pits. Most of the slatted floors
58
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Table 8.3. Prlmaxy use o£ remodeled total and partial confinement
buildings
All Iowa T.C.
buildings
All Iowa P.O.
buildings
55.2
"BuiOirtk use
Pig Growing- , Combined
Gestation Farrowing nursery finishing use's
-percent-
Primary use of remodeled total corifih^ent
buildings
9.7 20.8 14,3
Primary use of remodeled partial confinement
buildings
2.9 26.8 1.2, 50.4 18.7
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were planned for the growing-finishing units. Other changes mentioned in
cluded lagoons, tractors and loaders, concrete, terracing and automatic
gutter cleaners.
F. Breeding and farrowing
Nearly one-fourth of the producers planned to change their breeding or
farrowing practices within the next three years. No overall pattern could be
observed by size'claas. Some (5.5 percent) planned to farrow later in the
fall and some (4.6 percent) planned, to farrow earlier in the spring. Five
"percent planned to start cross breeding. Two percent planned to start buying
SPF breeding stock and 0.2 percent planned to stop buying SPF breeding stock.
Only 1.1 percent planned to start purchasing hybrid or purebred breeding
stock. Whereas 3.7 percent planned to decrease the number of farrowing periods
per year, 15.7 percent planned to increase the number. Nineteen and three-
tenths percent of producers planned to increase the number of litters farrowed.
Of these 81 percent planned to make the increase by including additional
farrowing periods whereas the other 19 percent planned to make the increase
without increasing the nimiber of farrowing periods.
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Name Econ 130W
, .—•—^1 > -• •' Farm Records Lab,
i' ^ Lab. No. 1
- Winter 1975
, Fam Business Records and Analysis
This lab outlines basic fann;irecord-keeping information necessary to
develop a net worth statement. Farm analysis .factors derived from the net
worth statement can aid a farmer in determlnii^ the .strong and weak points
of his business, as well as growth-.trends.: Analysis factors are valuable
"tools" for making management decisions. A case-example is presented to
show development of a net worth istatement and illustrate how analysis
factors are derived from the nefworth^statemeiit^ Be complete and neat. Use
a pencil. 'Answ"er~all questions a^d show all ybiir work^
• INSTRUCTIONS: . _ . .
1) Review, the, Pete Donalot farm dataL Familiarize yourself, with his
January 1, 1973 net worth statement, ... li,
2) Using the January 1, 1974 asset and liability information prepare a
January 1, 1974 net worth statement for; the Donalot; farm.
3) Using Pete Vs.estimated 1974 net worth'statement, 'interpret the
management factors listed in question' 1. • " .
4) Update the farm analysis trends for Pete" DonaIpt.
5) ' Answer the remaining two questions. Be brief^.and concise..
Pete Donalot Farm, '
Pete Donalot is 43 years old and has 2 daughters ages 19 and 15, The
oldest daughter is attending' Iowa State "and heeds $1000-per year for'her ed
ucation. Pete'has been.farming jl9 .years, and'does a good--job with" crops and
cattle.
^ y
' - . - • ' •
Pjrm. 160 acres o^ed and 160 .acres rented, ,The owned fami has a fair
house, adequate cattle facilities, and hog. facilities_that are mostly tempo-
rarv housing except for a barn remodeled into a farrowing unit in 1969; The
rented farm is a crop-share lease plus $600. cash rent.- Ilie tenure situation
is good; however, the owner would consider sellirig the farm on coritract to
Pete. •
^chlnqry. Two, tractors; one new in. 1969, New .pickup truck in 1970,
corn planter in 1971, and.bin, dryer, an4 chisel plow, in 1S72, Pete purchased
a new car, new feed wagon, grain wagon, and some livestock feeding equipment
Jn 1973. Other machinery adequate.' Wo^ceo^lnei, r-/
Livestock. 35 sows with a 2 - litter system.using fall gilts, for "first .
litter. Pete normally feeds :10G'gbod to choice calves purchased in the'late
fall. He boughc 30 beef cows' in*the spring of i970 costing $275.00 per head.
ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Page 2
te /-/-rsName PeCe Donalot
ASSETS
Cash (available for current use)
Checking acc't...
Saving acc ' t ,
Time certificates
Total Cash Assets (1)
Current Assets No. Wt. Value
I'eejLing cattle..._
. . .
Herd replacements_
(beef or dairy)..
Hogs for market.
Other market
.livestock.,
_22L
-370 /sfrr^
Corn - bu.S^.. KfTo 3
(a
Q
/./s-
-a.Oats - bu
Soybeans - bu...
Silage - tons ...
Hay - tons
Other.. ,.;
^Oo
/6^C> 0 /O'OO
—5=£h-_@_cSSi^
/O
Total Current Assets
Intermediate Use Assets No.
....(2)
Value
Beef cows, raised....
purchased.
Dairy cows,raised....
purchased.
Bulls
Sows, raised
purchavsed
Boars
Other
^OO
t^OO
2A±
je^
Machinery
Equipment /, >iuV
Tractors
Trucks
Autos
Total Interm. Use Assets (3)
Real Estate and Facility Assets
Farm Irrj - acres /^o g
(3
Facilities......
Total R.E. and Facility Assetp(4)
Othor Soai'ce of Liquidity
C:ish value life ins
Stocks and bonds
Ot)^er
Tot:i] Other Assets
total assets (l+2+3+4^-5)
ri)
? // Ofefe
cS/O
/,^oo
/'/oo
<A,oo
$
7fJ^oo
^iO
/^O
/cyrf/o
^ /OO
$
Da
LIABILITIES
Currents (due by end of year)
Notes ^ ^
"Accounts payable
SOO
Other
Income tax due
Portion of intermediates due
by end of year '
Portion of long terms due by
end qf.^year1 oLyea
(SiajL
Total Current Liabilities(7)[$
Intermediates (due 1 to 7 years)
tPM^f>*VrA
~ 'SC/'c
Total Interm. Liabilities(8)J
Long Term Liabilities
Cj^aL ,A^ -
^j^OQ
c5bg
Xj, 09P
g?/ pgp
cPjS'Oo
f^^3
•iC
^ t o
t:SS. nnn
Total Long Term Liab. (9) ?
total LIABILITIES (7+84-9) (10) ^ ^oS
NET WORTH (6 minus 10) (inis T^g.
uU
$ total liab. &NKT worth (LOf-ll)[?
Page 3
Information for Donalot Financial Statement 1-1-74
Checking account
Beef Cows
Beef Cows
Feeding Cattle - purchased
- raised calves
Herd replacements
Cattle note
Operating note
Owed farm supply on account
Raised Sows
Bull
Interest Payable
Fall Pigs
State & Federal Income Tax
Crops
- Corn
- Oats
- Soybeans
- Silage
- Hay
- Straw
Cash value of life Insurance
Farm land
Inventory of machinery and equipment
Intermediate Debts
Cows, $2,000 outstanding at 8% interest all due this year.
Feed wagon, grain wagon, car etc., $4,000 note at 8%, $1,080 due this year,
Dryer and bin, $4,200 outstanding at 5% Interest $1,080 due this year.
Long term debts
Farm land mortgage, $25,000 at 5% interest $2,500 due this year.
$3,278
23 head at $300/head
6 head at $350
89 head at 500 lbs, $266/head
26 head 400 lbs. $202/head
3 head $275/head
$23,940 at 8%
$6,900 at 8%
$401
34 head at $100/head
1 at $500/head
$4,131
221 head at $35/head
$4,000
7,100 bushel at $2,20
3,000 bushel at $2.30
350 bushel at $1.10/bushel
1,550 bu, at $5.50/bushel
160 tons at $16,00/ton
45 tons at $24.00/ton
10 tons at $27,00/ton
$2,300
160 acres at $425/acre
$16,303
4 ^
1 >
Page 4
1. Using Pete's estimated Jan. 1, 1974 net worth statement^ calculate and interpret
the following management factors.
-.i .. -xr
a. Total net worth
b. Net worth increase for 1973- what were the contributing" factors?
Where did it come from?
c. Current asset/liability ratio
V. Current. as,sets-i-current liabilities-
d. Net capital ratio
Total assets-i-total liabilities
e. Working capital ratio
Current +. intermediate assets--current + intermediate- liabilities
f. Net worth to debt ratio '
, ; iNet. worth.. > •
. 1 . •
ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT Page 5
Date
Name
ASSETS
Cash (available for current use)
- CHecklng acc't
. Saving "acc ct '
Time certificates.;
Total Cash Assets (1)
Current Assets • ' No. Wt^. Value
Feeding, cattle..-. ' -
^ jHerd replacements
r(beef or dairy)./ v
»Hogs for market..
Other market
livestock.,
Corn -..bu.;
Oats - bu
Soybeans - bu, ...
Silage - tons....
Hay - tons
Other.
3
(a
(a
(?
(3 .
"(3
Total Current Assets : .. ..(2)
Intermediate Use Assets No. - Value
Beef cows, raised..,.
purchased.
Dairy cows,raised....
' purchased.--"
Bu11 s
Sows, raised —
purchased '
Boars ' ^
Other '
Machineiy
Equipment,
praetors
Trucks..
>utos
•, Total Interm. Use Assets.'(3)
Reial Estate and Facility Assets
Farm land - acres @
Facilities
0
TolcI R.E. and Facility Assets (4)
Other Source of Liquidity
Cash value life ins.,,,,
Stocks and bonds
Other
Total Other Assets..
TOTAL ASSETS (l+2+Sf4t-5'^
lil
te-
LIABILITIES
Currents (due by end of year)
'"•'Notes
•'Accounts payable
•N.
.Other
Income tax due '
Portion of intermediates due
' by end of 'year
Portion of long terms due by
end of year '
Total Current LiabiiJ ties(7)($
Intermediates (due 1 to T.yearc]
$
Total Interm, Liabilities(8)5
Long Term'Liabilities' '
Total Long Terru Liab, (9)1
TOTAL LIABILITIES r7+&f9) (10)^
NET WORTH (6 minus 10^ mm
TOTAJ. LIAB. &NET- WORTH (iOMl)^
Page 6
Pete Donalot
Farm Business Analysis Trends
Total Llab.
NET WORTH
10. Net worth
11. Net worth change
SECURITY RATIOS
68,399 72.656 62,500 64,309 66,603
ASSETS 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
1. Current Assets § 45,938 $ 51,727 $ 33,835 $ 40,854 $ 57,075 (a)
2. Intermediate Assets 12,420 16,200 24,550 22,630 26,210
3. Real Estate 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 68,000
4. Other Sources 1,400 1.500 1,700 1.900 2,100
5. Total Assets 119,758 129,427 120,085 125,335 153,385
LIABILITIES
i
i
6. Current Liabilities 32,049 37,626 26,500 32,809 35,443
7. Intermed. Liabilities 1,350 2,500 6,000 4,000 6,160 «
8. Long-term Liab. 35j000 32.000 30,000 27_^500 25,000 %
51,359
6,872
56,801
5,442
57,585
784
61,026
3,441
86,782
25,756
12. Current assets/
current liab. 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.6
13. Current assets/
int. assets 3.7 3.2 1.4 1.8 2.2
14. Total assets/
total llab. 1.8 1.8 1.9 h9 hS
15. Net worth to debt .75 .78 .92 .95 1.3
(a) To be completed by student.
2.) How would you analyze "health" and potential for growth and expansion
of Pete's business?
3.) How are changes in net worth and net farm income related?
